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Organisational renewal                                            is something more than systemic change
leadership. Renewal humanises the process of change by attending to
individual, community and systemic dimensions concurrently. It is
inherently relational, recognising the need to heal the human experience
of the past whilst rebuilding the future. 



At Caux, we know that leading systemic change within organisations,
governments and cross-culturally can feel overwhelming and the pace
of change too slow. The Caux Palace is a special place with a unique
history of providing individuals and communities with space to heal and
redesign their future; by setting up intentional learning communities
skilled in the practice of looking back to look forward. The inaugural
Caux College of Renewal will gather a global cohort of change leaders,
to pass on our uniquely holistic approach to leading Communities of
Practice that specialise in organisational renewal. 
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THE CAUX
DIFFERENCE
At Caux, participants have the opportunity
to engage with world-class academics
and practitioners in leading organisational
and cultural renewal, who draw from
constructivist pedagogy, systems change
theory, narrative transformation and
collective narrative practices. The cost is
2200 CHF inclusive of accommodation,
meals and course fees.

FOUR
PRINCIPLES
The programme centres around the
practice of four Initiatives of Change
principles:

Form Communities of Practice;
Start with Experiential Reflective Practice;
Construct Transformative Narratives;
Demonstrate Transformative Narratives.

Initiatives of Change Switzerland is part of
the Initiatives of Change (IofC) global non-
profit network, committed to the
transformation of society through changes
in human motives and behaviour, starting
with their own. 

The movement was founded by Frank
Buchman in 1908 and we have teams in 36
countries. IofC Switzerland's hub is the
Caux Palace which was bought in 1946 in
the context of post-war reconstruction. We
are inclusive of all people and perspectives.
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Form Communities of Practice

Traditional, didactic approaches to
change leadership start with attempts
to adapt policies and organising
principles at the macro-level, often by
gaining favour with traditional power
structures. If those who hold power
are resistant, change feels
unachievable. We know from history,
including our own at IofC, that change
starts by gathering groups of leaders
at the meso-community level. 

A Community of Practice is a selected
group of people who share a domain
and practice that they seek to
influence, including across sectors. 

As a community, relating to one
another with a posture of
unselfishness, this group work
consistently, confidentially, reflectively
and productively, to affect new ways
of being and shift paradigms.
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Start with Experiential
Reflective Practice

Didactic approaches assume that
better information will lead to better
behaviour, overlooking that change is
a psychological and social process. 

We practice a pedagogy that
prioritises attending to the human
experience with honesty and engages
the micro-level human experience of
change. 

By doing so, macro-level change can
then be approached, not only in terms
of a system's biology, but also its
psychology and its history.

We believe that long-term cultural
and systemic change always begins
with leaders who are themselves
changed, and therefore embody the
very paradigm shifts they seek to
influence.  
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Construct Transformative
Narratives

Traditional approaches to change
leadership are linear, introducing new
ways of operating as though they can
simply replace the old. Constructivist
psychology has taught us that
changing thinking and behaviour is a
meaning-making process in which
ideas are reconstructed rather than
replaced. 

At Caux we look for the macro-
narratives at the root of the systems
we seek to change. We engage
system-mapping and design
interventions that address these
narratives, respond to their historical
development and promote targeted,
transformative narratives.

In doing so we seek to lead with purity
of intention, working transparently to
name what we seek to reconstruct,
and why.  
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Demonstrate Transformative
Narratives

Traditional approaches to teaching
and leading change are cognitive and
expert-driven. We know that change
is an emotional as well as cognitive
process, at both the individual and
collective level. For this reason we
develop ways to demonstrate
transformative narratives that
creatively express the human
experience and are motivated by love.  

To do this, evenings at the Caux
Palace are dedicated to learning
about communication methods for
truth-telling, expressing grief,
acknowledging harm and creatively
presenting transformative narratives.
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What We Don't Do

Force group games or trust building exercises;
Engage in group or individual therapy;
Work on anything without agreement;
Require participants to give presentations.
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WHO IS IT
FOR?
The programme is open to expressions of
interest from professionals currently
employed in leadership roles in community
development work, peacebuilding and/or
sustainability. In time, we hope to offer this
experience as subjects for credit towards a
postgraduate award.

OUR TEAM
Heather Cetrangolo
Programme Director

David Anderson Hooker
Keynote Speaker and Facilitator

Shiung Low
Speaker

Tom Tayler
Speaker

Our team consists of academics,
change practitioners, consultants and
artists who are currently working with
a range of audiences including
government, private and public sector
organisations. 
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Keynote Speaker and Facilitator
David Anderson Hooker

David Anderson Hooker (Ph.D., J.D., M.Div., M.P.H., M.P.A., A.M) is the Founder and Principal Narrator at
CounterStories Consulting. He served since 2016 as Associate Professor of the Practice of Conflict Transformation
and Peacebuilding at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, which is an integral unit of the
Keough School of Global Affairs at the University of Notre Dame. Professor Hooker was core faculty in the Doctoral
Studies (PhD) programme in Peace Studies and the Masters in Global Affairs (MGA). His research and practice
focuses on post-conflict and post disaster community building, narrative practices and theory, especially as these
apply to the multi-generational transmission of trauma, and the role of identity in conflict, trauma, and community
development. 

For more than 30 years Hooker has utilized his training and expertise in conflict transformation by serving as
mediator of multi-party and public policy conflicts and reconciliation processes; especially those contexts where
race, class, and other socially constructed variables significantly impact the dispute. Hooker is the author of The
Little Book of Transformative Community Conferencing (SkyHorse, 2016) and co-author with Amy Potter-
Czaijkowski, of Transforming Historical Harms (Eastern Mennonite University, 2012). He is also Academic Director
for the Caux Scholars Program at Caux and the Initiatives of Change Asia Plateau.

Hooker is a former Assistant Attorney General for the State of Georgia where he represented the Departments of
Juvenile Justice, Mental Health Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services, and the Division of Public
Health. He later had a private practice focusing on Civil Rights (including prisoner rights and special education). He
has worked in Bosnia, Croatia, Cuba, Myanmar (Burma), Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Southern Sudan and Somaliland. He
previously held the posts of Senior Fellow for Community Engagement Strategies at the J. W. Fanning Institute for
Leadership Development at the University of Georgia, Associate Professor of Conflict Transformation at the Center
for Justice and Peacebuilding, Eastern Mennonite University in Harrisonburg, Virginia, and Visiting Scholar at Africa
University’s Institute for Peace leadership and Governance (Mutare, Zimbabwe). 

He has also previously served as Community Building Advisor for the William Winter Institute for Racial
Reconciliation at the University of Mississippi in Oxford, the Director of Research and Training for Healing
Historical Harms, and Vice- President of Community Building for The Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Atlanta Civic
Site. He is a graduate of Morehouse College (BS), The Emory University School of Law (JD), the Candler School of
Theology at Emory University (M Div.), the graduate programmes in public health and public administration at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst (MPH & MPA) and a cum laude graduate of Tilburg University (Ph.D.).

OUR KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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Director and Facilitator
Heather Cetrangolo

Shiung Low was the Director
of Disruptive Innovation at
global NGO World Vision
Australia, responsible for
initiatives that both
increased positive impacts
for the global poor while
achieving aggressive
revenue growth. In 2014 he
founded ValueLab.Co, a
social innovation corporation
that has developed strategy,
created multi-million dollar
products and launched
startups in Australia’s
national disability program,
large scale urban
rejuvenation initiatives, and
global food systems. 

Shiung is the Director of
impact neighbourhood
builder Ethical Property
Australia, disability
accommodation provider
Wrightwood Property Group,
climate-change focussed
hospitality group V Wine
Salon and record company
Screwcap Records. He is an
architect, professional
musician, writer and artist,
and he loves Tolkein.

Speaker
Shiung Low

Speaker
Tom Tayler

SPEAKERS AND FACILITATORS

Heather is an educator and
coach in organisational
renewal, with twenty+ years
experience in leading
personal and collective
transformation through
community development
work and as an Anglican
priest. She is a Caux Scholar
and passionate about the
uniquely holistic approach
that IofC offers. 

Heather is currently
completing her PhD, in
which she is developing a
Franciscan pedagogy for
renewal. As part of this work
she has founded The Francis
Project, a community of
practice for faith leaders. 

With a background in legal
practice and teaching,
Heather was ordained in the
Anglican Church in 2010
and currently serves as
Chaplain to the Anglican
Centre in Melbourne.  

Tom is a sustainable finance
professional, working in the
Sustainable Finance Centre
for Excellence at Aviva
Investors, the asset
management arm of UK-
based insurance business
Aviva. His work focusses on
reform of the financial
system to embed
sustainability, with a focus
on climate and social
aspects. 

In addition to his work at
Aviva he has worked with
the finance team of the UN
High Level Climate
Champions in the build up to
COPs 26 and 27 and he is
part of the reference group
for the UNEP FI/UNPRI Legal
Framework for Impact
project.
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WHERE AND WHEN?
Overlooking Lake Geneva, above the city of Montreux in Switzerand,
the Caux Palace offers an inspiring setting with a rich history. The
Palace became a centre for post-war recovery from 1946 and has
played a part in reconciliation efforts in Europe, South-East Asia and
Africa. It is a safe space that allows for creative sharing and
promotes sustainable practices.

In addition to the historic Main Hall and Theatre, guests will discover
multiple breakout rooms and can access meditation spaces, Muslim
prayer rooms and an adjacent chapel.

The program will run from 17-22 July 2023. Free times are included
in the programme, during which participants may go hiking,
swimming and visit Montreaux. 
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CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Throughout the week at Caux,
participants will have the opportunity to
learn and practice Twelve Steps which
can easily be replicated across four of
their own team's gatherings a year. This
means participants will be equipped to
set up their own Community of Practice,
or simply add our strategies to their
leadership toolkit. 

Beyond 2023, we will develop pathways
for participants to become certified
practitioners who can access ongoing
formation from our College. 
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Selectively gather the 'right' people in a
confidential space.

Establish a pattern of retreat and 
re-entry.

Establish a pattern of structured and
unstructred time together.

Attend to the micro-level human
experience before addressing meso or
macro-level paradigms.

Repeat rhythms of meso and macro-
narrative analysis about agreed topics
of primary concern.

Commit to practical steps to reconstruct
meso and macro-narratives and
associated patterns of behaviour. 

Engage system-mapping and identify
macro-narratives at the root of
established norms.

Evaluate macro-narratives and
construct transformative narratives. 

Design interventions with frameworks
for review and redesign. 
 
Practice responsible truth-telling.

Curate expressions of lament.

Commit to collective apology and
redress.

Construct
Transformative 
Narratives

Demonstrate
Transformative 
Narratives

Start with 
Experiential
Reflective Practice

Form a 
Community
of Practice
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Participants arrive from 2pm onwards 
on Monday 17 July and settle into the Palace.

6pm
Welcome and
Team Introduction in the Dining Room

6.30pm 
Dinner

8.30pm 
Introductory Session
The Stories We Tell M
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8.30am - Tuesday 18 July
Micro-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

10.00am
Caux Forum Opening Ceremony

11am
Meso-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

12.30am
Lunch

2pm
Macro-Level Intervention Design
Introduction to Narrative Transformation
with David Anderson Hooker

3.30pm
Afternoon Tea

4pm
Systems Change Case Study
Working in Community and Property
Development with Shiung Low

Free Time

6.30pm 
Dinner

8.30pm 
Transformative Narrative Workshop
Responsible Truth-Telling D
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8.30am - Wednesday 19 July
Micro-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

10.30am
Morning Tea

11am
Meso-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

12.30am
Lunch

2pm
Macro-Level Intervention Design
with David Anderson Hooker

3.30pm
Afternoon Tea

4pm
Systems Change Case Study
Reimagining Financial Architecture
with Tom Tayler

Free Time

6.30pm 
Dinner

8.30pm 
Transformative Narrative Workshop
Making Room for Lament - 
For The Love of Tomorrow

D
ay
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8.30am - Thursday 20 July
Micro-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

10.30am
Morning Tea

11am
Meso-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

12.30am
Lunch

2pm
Historical Tour of the Palace

Free Afternoon and Evening
with option of attending the 
Montreaux Jazz Festival

6.30pm 
Dinner at the Palace (optional)

D
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8.30am - Friday 21 July
Micro-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

10.30am
Morning Tea

11am
Meso-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

12.30am
Lunch

2pm
Macro-Level Intervention Design
with David Anderson Hooker

3.30pm
Afternoon Tea

4pm
Systems Change Case Study
Leading Renewal in Educational and
Religious Institutions with Heather Cetrangolo

Free Time

6.30pm 
Dinner

8.30pm 
Transformative Narrative Workshop
The Collective Apology

D
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8.30am - Saturday 22 July
Micro-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

10.30am
Morning Tea

11am
Meso-Level Experiential Reflective Practice

12.30am
Lunch

2pm
Macro-Level Intervention Design
with David Anderson Hooker

3.30pm
Afternoon Tea

4pm
Systems Change Case Study
 Tony Rinaoudo's Story 

Free Time

6.30pm 
Dinner

8.30pm 
Transformative Narrative Performance
by Heather Cetrangolo and
David Anderson Hooker
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Initiatives of Change Switzerland
Rue du Panorama 2

CH-1824 Caux
 

Tel.: +41 (0)22 749 16 20
 

ccr@caux.ch
 

www.iofc.ch
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